
Mobile performance after Jenkins
— The 5main benefits you can expect
frommigrating your app to cloud CI
Thousands of mobile teams around theworld are making the switch from
self-hosted Jenkins to cloud CI to better equip themselves for the challenges
of mobile development, and for a good reason. Nonetheless, moving to a new
CI provider is a result of a complex decision-making process. During the
evaluation, engineering leads, product managers, and other stakeholders
have to considermany factors, such as how it will impact productivity and the
quality of the app, orwhat the return on investment will be.

We created this report to help you assess the impact of themigration by
expanding on themain differences between Jenkins and cloud-based CI
tools. By talking to experts at companies like EPAM, Nextdoor, Pulselive,
Compass, or Signify, we’ve gathered themain benefits teams experienced,
such as easier onboarding, less maintenance, less firefighting, andmore time
spent improving performance.

“Switching from Jenkins to cloud CI helps you deliver
higher-quality apps, faster — without having to worry
about the underlying infrastructure or needing
DevOps engineers”

—Moataz Nabil,
Developer Advocate, Bitrise



Mobile CI in the cloud — the 5main benefits

We’ve accelerated our mobile
development processes
Most mobile teams know that Jenkins was not built with mobile in mind. Its
performance is dependent on the efficiency of plugins, which — alongwith any
additional functionality — need to be set up and upgradedmanually. Not only
does hardware need constant maintenance, but it has to be replaced every few
years to meet performance and security requirements as well.

Most things your team needs formobile CI/CD are available on Bitrise, out of
the box. Via its curated Step library consisting of 320+mobile-specific
integrations, CLI, API, and add-ons, it exceeds the flexibility of Jenkins.When it
comes to upgrades, customers can select machines that offer higher
performance, enabling them to release new features faster.

“Because of the limited number
of Macs we had, our queues grew
larger and larger as we increased
the number of features on our
app and the engineers on our
team.We had a hard time
spinning up newmachines.”

— Su Khai Koh,
Software Engineer, Nextdoor

Howhas your team’s performance
changed since you switched to
cloud-based CI?

Significantly
Increased 49,2%

3,3%
6,8%

40,7%

Decreased
Remained
about the
same

Somewhat
increased
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“Our responsibilities have shifted
from the team to the platform: we
now have the entire process of
building, testing, code signing,
and shipping automated in Bitrise.
As a result, we can focus on what’s
important.”

— Russell Stephens,
Mobile Infrastructure Lead,

Compass

“We now have the ability to set up
aWorkflow that automatically
builds three different builds,
distributes different versions, and
updates these versions. Instead of
having to spend hours waiting
around for separate builds, with
Bitrise, we can essentially press a
button and it builds all three, and
they are all ready to go.”

— Rasmus Larsson,
Product Director, Pulselive
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We’ve saved time,
money, and frustration
While Jenkins itself is free, by taking into account time spent on setup and
maintenance, plus themachine hosting costs — it turns out to be quite
expensive. Navigating andmaintaining the hardware alone easily adds up to at
least 10% of a developer’s time. On top of that, lost connection and debugging
can take valuable hours of productivity away from the entire team.

Cloud-based alternatives can significantly cut down on those expenses and
replace themwith predictable, scalable pricing. There are no additional costs
for physical machines and no need to hire dedicated DevOps engineers to
maintain them.With cloud CI, sending someone to the office just to start the
servers or fix connection issues becomes a thing of the past.
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“Bitrise helped us reduce the cost
of creating new instances by
removing the maintenance
burden of having our own
infrastructure.”

— Su Khai Koh, Nextdoor

“No more babysitting is required
to maintain the CI. Bitrise has
saved us one full-time job’s worth
of time. Not depending on office
hardware anymore and never
having to send someone to the
office just to start the servers is a
huge relief for the whole team. All
in all, it has resulted in reduced
costs and freed up capacity to do
meaningful work and build high-
quality apps.”

— Alexei Sintotski,
Lead Development Engineer,

Signify

“We now have the ability to set up
a workflow that automatically
builds different builds, distributes
different versions, and updates
these versions. Instead of having
to spend hours waiting around for
separate builds, with Bitrise, we
can essentially just press a button
and it builds all of them, and they
are all ready to go.”

— Rasmus Larsson,
Product Director, Pulselive
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We can onboard newmembers
and collaborate more easily

OnJenkins, access management is generally done by a single admin, and
permissions need to be set upmanually, which leads to tracking and
accountability issues. This makes the overall development process a rather
difficult job for larger projects and causes a lot of trouble for thewhole team.

Treating CI configuration as codemakes it simple to manage and share cross-
functional projects across the teams. Fromwithin an intuitive online
dashboard, Bitrise’sWorkflows allow users to easily step in, contribute, and
onboard newmembers. Org plans help teams further simplify project access
management andmaximize efficiency.
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“Not only can BitriseWorkflows
be shared, which allows us to
easily maintain all of our projects,
they are also easy to understand
for everyone in the team.”

—Antoine van der Lee,
iOS Engineer,WeTransfer

“We were quickly convinced by
Bitrise’s easy setup, CLI, open-
source support, the ability to build
definition as code, and the fact
that it worked even without
dedicated DevOps engineers.
Setting up and integrating Bitrise
as a default CI/CD solution for the
entire organization took less than
two weeks for the first project
setup.”

—Elvin Rakhmankulov,
HeadOfMobile Competency

Center, EpamSystems

What’s thebiggest benefit your team
has experienced aftermigratingyour app
fromJenkins to a cloud-based solution?

Happier
developers

Less
firefighting

15,2% 17,9%

4,9%
8,2%

13,6%

21,2%

19%

App performs
better

No need for
3rd-party tools

Faster
release cycles

No hardware
dependency

We’ve
saved time

“The full control Bitrise offers over
ourWorkflows, the simplicity of its
interface combined with the
auto-updating stacks, and quick
build times make the platform
even more user-friendly.”

— Sage Young,
Director Of Mobile Engineering,

Fueled
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We’ve become more secure

While on-premise Jenkinsmight seem secure, it wasn’t designedwith a security-first
mentality. The single layer of security surrounding its CI fleet and lack of formal
vetting formost plugins is a nightmare for the security team. Integrations that are
important formobile development, such as device testing, iOS orAndroid simulators
are not built-in features, either— adding to the list of third-party tools that canmake
it vulnerable to attacks.

By handling everything on virtual machines — so that there is no need tomanage user
permissions acrossmultiple tools and platforms — cloudCI eliminates redundancy
and significantly reduces risks. Bitrise helps teams strengthen their DevSecOps
processeswith features like user access systems, enforced 2FA, SAML SSO,GitHub,
GitLab, Bitbucket SSO, andVMdestruction after a build.
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“Using Bitrise has even
strengthened the security of our
DevOps pipelines: we can easily
connect to SAML SSO, so we
don’t have to worry about
unauthorized access.”

— Alexei Sintotski,
Lead Development Engineer,

Signify

“Setting up remote access to the
build servers on Jenkins was a
challenge for us. The workarounds
we made to enable remote SSH
were fragile and could have
become security liabilities.”

— Su Khai Koh, Nextdoor

“Managing Jenkins needs special
attention: the security, roles,
users, permissions are all things
you need to take care of. You also
need an admin who can create
the accesses.”

—Moataz Nabil,
Senior Software Engineer,

Delivery Hero SE
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We can focus on what’s important:
creating a better app for our users
If developers cannot deploy because they have towait for the operations team to
download the latest Xcode version or upgrade a plugin —which, by theway, might
break everyone else’s pipelines — then the entire team is losing days’ worth of
productivity. Besides constant maintenance, the review, test, and code signing
processes often take a couple of days as well.

After switching to a cloud provider, teams can break free from the lengthy
processes they used to have to deal with on a daily basis on Jenkins. The latest
tech stacks can be automatically updated so there’s no need formanual
downloads. As a result, the entire teamwill be able to focus on other parts of the
app development like writing better code, building a better UI and better
features, and responding to customer needs.

5 Onwhat other activities are you
spending increased time now that
you’re spending less time
firefightingworkflows?

Creating
new features

34,8%

8,7% 29,4%

27,1%

Rest and relaxation
Building & improving
automation

Process &
performance

“We started having concerns
about a potential decrease in
quality: in some cases, the Jenkins
machine would begin failing and
intervention was needed,
occasionally taking several hours
to debug. Not only did this take
valuable time away from
development, but manual
maintenance wasn’t something
the team was comfortable dealing
with in the long run.”

— Vince Delricco,
Android Engineer, Ibotta

“We no longer have to worry
about manual Xcode downloads,
nor about office blackouts. Thanks
to all of this, developers can focus
on the code itself and create new
features for users.”

— Hiroki Kato,
Chief Engineer, Hatena

“Bitrise frees us up to focus on
tasks that actually impact the end-
user experience. On average, it’ll
save us 1 or 2 full senior-developer
days per week. That is time we use
to write better code, build better
UIs, and craft better digital
experiences.”

— Rasmus Larsson,
Product Director, Pulselive



After leaving outdated Jenkins CI setups behind, mobile teams can
accelerate their performance: they becomemore productive and
spendmore time onmoremeaningful tasks. They become free to
focus on things that make a difference for the business, such as
building new functionalities, improving automation, and scaling
infrastructure. The ability to step in andmake valuable contributions
makes the entire teammore efficient and helps create a culture built
on transparency and accountability.

We’ve seen that migrating mobile projects to cloud CI results in
reduced cost, predictability of resource requirements, freed up
capacity to domeaningful work — and ultimately, a higher return on
investment. By not having toworry about hardware maintenance and
fixing issues, teams save an incredible amount of time. Becomingmore
agile also means that they can concentrate their efforts onwhat
matters themost: creating better apps for their users.

Conclusion Howwe can help
Mobile engineers behind some of themost popular apps rely on Bitrise to
streamline their build, test, and deployment processes. By eliminating
manual tasks like maintenance, fixing errors, and performance upgrades, we
help customers iterate faster, release with confidence, and build apps that
are used and loved bymillions of users around theworld.

Trusted by the world’s most sophisticated mobile teams

Learn more about how
you can start releasing
with confidence at

www.bitrise.io


